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Anpassen, Dominieren, Kontrollieren

Überleben durch Ressourcen-
Kontrolle



‘Evolutionary progress’ – directional evolution







Biology: fixed laws ?
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Why would you consider 
this a pattern due to fixed 
life history tradeoff laws, 
and not rather a snapshot
in a process of 
optimization?

You would not consider 
the overall pattern a fixed 
law, but consider it with 
respect to technical 
progress. 



Probabilistic directionality
in evolution



Life requires input of resources.
Life starts simple (non-complex).
Life means reproduction.

- spontaneously occurring yet heritable variability

- not only replacement but multiplication
Probabilistic directionality I: towards non-stasis

Probabilistic directionality II: more diversity & complexity

A priori conditions and their consequences





Resources are finite.

now what?
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Resources are finite.

Probabilistic 
directionality III: 
towards faster 
reproduction

A priori conditions and their consequences



Bursts of adaptive radiation
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Radiation into new or old niches



Radiation into new or old niches

Michael Rosenzweig’s 
“incumbent replacement”



Evolution is
life’s permanent suggestion

of new solutions
to the question of life itself.

Bursts of radiation occur when a life form 
meets a series of niches that is not occupied/ 

occupied by a lesser solution.

















Looking at human evolution





suggests humans are not special but just 
another species











estimate for reptiles similar magnitude as wild birds (but more
assumptions; estimate for amphibians not possible)

The state of the planet



The state of the planet



suggests humans are not special but just 
another species

suggests not only adaptation but 
something beyond (‘progress’)

suggests modern humans are 
ecologically dominant



The evolution of ecological dominance
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Bursts of radiation occur when a life form 
meets a series of niches that is not occupied/ 

occupied by a lesser solution.



The niche concept



Elephant HedgehogTenrec

Who is the odd one out?



Elephant HedgehogTenrec

Afrotheria

Eutheria

Ecological niches!

Boroeutheria



Marsupials Afrotheria Boroeutheria



Marsupials Afrotheria Boroeutheria
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efficient?

adapting to 
optimal 
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(niche specificity)
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Dealing with resources

“generalism”
“cooperation” 

“culture”
?
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Dealing with resources

controlling 
a broad set of resources

(niche generalism)
“super-niche” emergence

Probabilistic directionality IV: from use towards control

Hypothesis:
The characteristics required to facilitate ‘resource control’ 

are of such a generic nature, and independent of any 
specific resource itself, that no several ‘control niches’ exist. 

There is no room for several species. 
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optimal 
resource use
(niche specificity)

Changing the taxonomic level
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niche specificity 
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niche specificity within 
the single species
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(general and)
specific

- energetics
- locomotion
- feeding apparatus
- insulation
- surface color/pattern
- digestion / detox 
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- behavioural cues

- territory / mate 
defence
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adapting to 
resource use
(niche specificity)

resource
control

(niche generalism)

Adaptation Control

(general and)
specific

- energetics
- locomotion
- feeding apparatus
- insulation
- surface color/pattern
- digestion / detox 

enzymes
- behavioural cues

- territory / mate 
defence

- den / nest / bed
- storage / caching
- agriculture

















Adaptation Control

adapting to 
optimal 
resource use
(niche specificity)

resource
control

(niche generalism)





via cooperation

via cooperation



cooperation

intraspecific: between groups

intraspecific: in-group



cooperation



Ecological Dominance
Social Competition

adapting to 
optimal 
resource use
(niche specificity)

resource
control

(niche generalism)

Adaptation Control

ultimate 
predator

(by cooperation, fire, 
distance weaponry)
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Banorsky et al. (2004)



Food chain dominance
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adapting to 
optimal 
resource use
(niche specificity)

resource
control

(niche generalism)

Adaptation Control

ultimate 
predator

(by cooperation, fire, 
distance weaponry)

Ecological Dominance
Social Competition

less intra-group violence
better cooperation

more efficient threat to 
other groups



“A hydrogen bomb is an example of mankind’s 
enormous capacity for friendly cooperation.”

Bigelow (1968)
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Control
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(by cooperation, fire, 
distance weaponry)

Ecological Dominance
Social Competition
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Evolution is
life’s permanent suggestion

of new solutions
to the question of itself.



adapting to 
optimal 
resource use

resource
control

Adaptation ControlEcological Dominance
Social Competition

Probabilistic directionality IV: from use towards controlProbabilistic directionality IV: from use towards control

once control evolves, 
there is no turning back

non-marine

top-predator

knowledge 
transfer

(cooperation / 

tools / 
language)



Potential Candidates ?

You can’t fill a niche that is 
already taken 

(unless you are more efficient).
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The system of life evolution contains directional elements that do not 
represent a plan but inevitability.

Cosmic / planetary / localised events may disrupt that course but not 
shut it down.

Niches exist and are filled by organisms evolving into them (at 
increasing efficiency).

The niche of global resource control exists, and once an organism 
evolves to fill it, it changes the condition for many other niches, 
and changes life’s focus from inter-specific to intra-specific.

By definition, the way towards resource control most likely is via 
ecological dominance, i.e. via being a terrestrial top predator or 
controlling top predators, leading to intra-specific runaway 
selection due to a lack of other competitors.

The probably most feasible way to become ecologically dominant is 
via cooperation (supplemented by tool use).

Summary



thank you for your attention


